Site

Proposed Scheme

- Court Yard
- Public Space
- Soccer Grand Stand
- Public Square
- Taxi Facility
- Market Stalls
- Colonnade
- Sports Centre
- Taxi Facility
- Market Stalls
- Forecourt
Massing of programme on the site

First Floor
- Homework area+workshop rooms
- gym
- core

Ground Floor
- courtyard
- main foyer
- outdoor cafeteria area
- cafeteria
- entrance foyer
- reception
- administration

Lower Ground Floor
- sports hall
- ablutions+change rooms
- pool
- multi-purpose sports hall
- squash courts
- pool ablutions+change rooms
- ablution facility
The design layout allows for pedestrian movement through the building and across the site. Pedestrians can still use the site as a short cut to their destinations. The taxi circulation occurs on the eastern edge, where it won’t obstruct pedestrian movement.

The design layout allows for spaces and activities to overlap and spill over into the surrounding spaces. This allows for activities to be more visible, which creates a visual link between spaces. The edges are designed to allow for spontaneous informal activity to occur such as socialising and trading. Public spaces have been provided for a various types of functions and people. The back courtyard is more intimate while the public square is more open and centrally located for trading or large community functions.
5.2 Cosmo City Sports Centre
Ground floor plan

sectional perspective- a
Ground Floor Plan

1. Public Square
2. Taxi Facility
3. Trading stalls
4. Ablution facility
5. Entrance foyer
6. Cafeteria kitchen
7. Cafeteria
8. Reception and administration
9. Cafeteria seating area
10. 6 lane swimming pool
11. Main foyer
12. Squash Courts
13. Multi-purpose sports hall
14. Public space
15. Soccer field grand stand
16. Courtyard
First floor plan

1. Workshop rooms
2. Main Foyer atrium
3. Homework area
4. Reception and administration
5. Studio
6. Gym
sectional perspective through pool area
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